General Education Committee Meeting
Agenda
September 2, 2004

1. Welcome Back
2. Chair (and Co-Chair) elections:
3. By-laws
4. General Education Assessment from AAHE meeting in June (Jean and MBI)
5. Moving Forward
   a. President and VPAA words of wisdom
   b. General thoughts
   c. Models for change
   d. Forum vs. Departmental Discussions

6. Next Meeting

Committee Members:
Jan Dinsmore: EDC/efl
Donovan Conley: NSS/hhps
Fay Jackson: EDC/sec
Gwen Jensen: AHU/com
Jean Karlen: NSS/specj
John Renzelman: BST/tas
Lori Nicholson: BST/ctis
Patricia Arneson: BST/busecon
Sharon Thomas: NSS/hispg
Katia Hawlitschka: AHU/langlit
Linda Christensen: AHU/mus
Marian Borgmann-Ingwersen: NSS/lsci
Jeff Bauer: NSS/mps
Judith Berry: AHU/art